Full steam ahead
Attilio Brighenti and Daniele Cazzin, S.A.T.E., Italy, and
Joachim Ruether, Uhde GmbH, Germany, reveal the dynamic
simulation of a large utility steam plant.

T

he steam generation and distribution system is an essential utility in
refineries and many petrochemical plants, as it provides:
 Steam as feed fluid to refining and chemical processes.
 Steam as thermal energy carrier.
 Steam as working fluid to produce mechanical and electrical power.
The steam system represents a flexible heat management solution for the
energy integration and energy consumption optimisation in the whole process
plant. It is estimated that steam generation accounts for approximately 50% of
the total energy consumption in a typical refinery, whereby energy costs account
for more than 50% of the total operating expenditure of these plants.1 - 3
Typically, steam systems include multiple pressure levels and as many
steam distribution networks, which connect steam producers with
steam users. Steam networks are fed by waste heat boilers
(WHBs), heat recovery steam generators (HRSGs, mostly

coupled to gas turbines) and fired boilers on one side, while they supply
process steam users and steam turbines on the other (Figure 1).
As a consequence steam systems are highly integrated with the main
processes of the serviced plant; this characteristic implies the following
criticalities to be taken into account since the design phase of new or
upgraded plants:
 The steam supply assurance, to guarantee the production processes
continuity in all operating conditions.
 The response times of equipment, machines and processes, which
are usually very different and must be well compensated by the
controllers.
 Interaction complexity among the various equipment and machines.
Dynamic simulation studies (DSS) are therefore essential tools to
evaluate and solve the above problems in the design process of such
systems allowing, as examples:
 Verification of the dynamic behaviour of the control scheme also
under severe operational transients, such as in emergency scenarios.
 Analysis of electrical islanding.
 Evaluation of the steam load shedding strategy, e.g. for maintenance
operations.
 Pretuning of the controllers in preparation of the first startup.
 Analysis of steam relief during normal plant operation and plant
sections shutdown.

Figure 1. Typical industrial process steam network: general scheme.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the model.
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Main modelling features
The proposed DSS for steam systems have been applied using S.A.T.E.’s
proprietary tool COMPSYS-MC™, an advanced modelling environment for
MATLAB® and SIMULINK®, in which all mechanical, thermodynamic and
control devices of single component fluid systems are dynamically
simulated by high fidelity. The models are built by assembling broad
components blocks from the software library. This includes the boilers and
superheaters, attemperators, turbines, piping, considering accurate
pressure loss coefficients, and valves as well as the various control system
loops.
It is important that the simulation model correctly describes both the
physical system and its control system.
The thermodynamic and transport properties of pure water and steam
are calculated according to the Industrial Formulation of the IAPWS-IF97.8 - 12
The physical systems are modelled considering internal and exchange
thermal and flow dynamics among the interconnected elements. The main
features of the modelling approaches have already been described in
previous papers with reference to a similar tool, COMPSYS™, dedicated to
gas processing plants, namely to gas mixtures.4 - 7
The COMPSYS-MC block library includes some additional components
with respect to COMPSYS.
 Evaporator blocks are used to model waste heat boilers, fired boilers
and superheaters. They calculate the change of state of the two fluid
phase region in an open system of constant boundary volume with
thermal power exchange. The mass and energy balance inside the
bounding volume are applied separately to the two phases (when
both can exist), considering mutual exchanges between them, which
can have, dynamically, different instantaneous temperatures.
 Steam turbine blocks are quasi steady energy jump elements in the
pipe streams; extraction and admission machines are modelled by a
series of steam turbine elements with intermediate lumped volumes,

Figure 3. Simplified scheme of the analysed steam system.

Figure 4. Mass flow rates of PGT1 and PGT2 turbines let down valves
(red: running turbine PGT1, blue: shutdown turbine PGT2). Overlapped zoom
between 6000 - 6200 s.

which define the thermodynamic state at the extraction and/or
admission streams.
 Turbine load blocks model a conventional single degree of freedom
dynamic rotating system, featuring constant or variable torque and
rotational inertia reduced to the turbine shaft. The torque balance
between turbine and load element determines, as a dynamic output,
the instantaneous shaft speed by integration.

The controllers’ set points, enabling commands and boundary
conditions can be time dependent or constant signals.
The output of the model is partly fed to the controllers according to the
signals’ time sampling rate of the real digital system (feedback bus), all
being extracted to the MATLAB workspace as continuous time variables for
post processing (output bus) and realistic visualisation of both signals'
classes.

All controllers affecting the dynamics of the system considered are
simulated in detail following the process engineering company and/or the
equipment vendor specifications. These include the following:

Case study

 Process controllers (temperatures, pressures and levels).
 Turbine controllers (speed, extraction).
 Turbine let down controllers.
All single and double extraction turbine controllers are modelled
implementing the logics and algorithms of typical industrial turbine
controllers, i.e. including a crossed feed forward ratio limiter, which allows
limiting the mutual disturbances between the speed or power control
loops and the steam extraction one.
The controllers of the let down valves, to bypass the respective
turbines when shutdown, require a feed forward action in addition to the
standard PID logic. Their control scheme foresees an online precalculation
of the target position of the bypass valve allowing a flow rate equal to that
of the extraction line, as of some seconds prior to turbine shutdown. This
feed forward action is added to the PID controller only once, soon after the
turbine trip command. Thereafter, the PID controller adjusts the valve
opening to reach and maintain the correct set point.
Figure 2 shows an overall generic scheme of the input and output of
the model implemented; the counted quantities are relevant to the DSS of
the steam system exemplified in this article.
The main busses or variable type groups that are listed in Figure 2
belong to the following categories:
 The controller signals bus, i.e. the actuation variables, going as input
to the physical system submodel.
 The feedback signals bus, i.e. the controlled variables, going as input
to the control system submodel.
 The exogenous inputs bus, i.e. state and amount of feed or extracted
flows (users) or waste thermal power to be recovered (from process).

Figure 5. HP header pressure; red: train 1 header, blue: power generation
group header. Overlapped zoom between 6000 - 6200 s.

Figure 6. MP header pressure; red: train 1 header, blue: power generation
group header. Overlapped zoom between 6000 - 6200 s.

The case discussed in this article refers to a large steam system designed
by UHDE GmbH as part of a new ammonia and urea production plant. The
transient conditions discussed do not differ from many situations of steam
plants for the hydrocarbon industry.
This steam system consists of two trains (Trains 1 and 2 in Figure 3) in
parallel with a set of auxiliary steam generators (AUXBs) and power
generation turbines (PGT1 and PGT2), identified as Power Generation
Group in Figure 3.
The fully tested single train steam system has proven to guarantee for
smooth and safe operation in earlier built plants; however, this dual train
configuration, highly integrated with power generation turbines, presents a
more complex control scheme, whose tuning and setup required the
following activities:
 Confirmation of the steam plant operability under normal operating
conditions.
 Verification of the operational dynamic behaviour of the control
scheme.
 Verification of the transient behaviour under emergency scenarios
(hence, verification of the steam load shedding strategy).
 Verification of the steam relief acceptability during the plant
transients.
In the parallel trains, the superheated high pressure (HP) steam is
completely generated from process waste heat; the medium pressure (MP)
steam is extracted from the high pressure turbines (HPTx1, HPTx2) to
supply the MP headers. These headers provide the steam needed by the
chemical processes of the plant and by other service turbines (MPTx1,
MPTx2).
The overall MP steam demand is balanced by the action of the two
large scale HP control valves (‘A’ and ‘B’ in Figure 3), which regulate the
steam flowing from the MP extraction header of the power generation
turbines to the MP headers of Trains 1 and 2.
Under nominal conditions, the steam produced by waste heat
recovery amounts to approximately 700 tph, while the backup steam
produced by the combustion AUXBs is approximately 400 tph. The
turbines’ power ranges between 2.3 - 32 MW. All the turbines of
Trains 1 and 2 activate compressors and pumps of the chemical process
and steam cycle.
UHDE chose to undertake a DSS as part of its investigation, by
selecting specific operational transient scenarios, which included the
shutdown of single equipment or of large steam plant sections.
In particular, the selected scenarios allowed verifying the behaviour of
the Power Generation Group during either a sudden large increase or

Figure 7. Mass flow rates of the nearly overlapped three relief valves in
the HP header of the power generation group.
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reduction of the steam consumption by the main process users and
turbines.

Controllers’ tuning
The controllers’ tuning was one of the most demanding phases of the
entire DSS job, due to the many diverse loops.
All the process controllers were tuned by the same procedure,
considering both promptness and safety features:
 Pretuning by split subsystems: the controllers gains were tuned by
extracting from the whole plant model as many submodels as the
process control loops, consisting of the minimum number of physical
blocks between the controlled variable signal source and the
actuated variable signal output.
 Whole system testing and refining of tuned parameters: following the
previous phase, the final tuning of the process controllers was
performed by considering the whole plant model. This step was
required to verify the tuning under the different behaviour of the
controllers when acting on the whole system model and limit the
effects of mutual interactions.

 Shutdown of the high pressure steam turbine HPT11.
 Shutdown of the medium pressure steam turbine MPT11.
With regards to the load shedding strategy validity, the scenario
simulation shows that:
 All the relief and safety devices open correctly but close after the
transient, at the new operating point.
 The let down valves of both power generation turbines open soon
after the trip event (Figure 4); then, after the system transient
(approximately 800 s long), the extraction from the running turbine
PGT1 supplies the entire MP steam demand, with no further need for
flow through the PGT2 bypass valve.

 Shutdown of one waste heat boiler.
 A partial shift of thermal power to the second waste heat boiler from
the corresponding superheater, in order to partially compensate for
the changed steam production.

These effects proved the correct choice of the adopted load shedding
for Train 1 under this emergency shutdown event, which involves another
part of the plant, i.e. the auxiliary power generation. In fact, to achieve the
best possible system energy efficiency, the steam let down and release to
atmosphere are to be avoided, in particular if associated to the steam
production by the auxiliary fired boilers.
In addition the whole control scheme reacts correctly (e.g. as in
Figures 5 and 6). In fact, despite the impact of the severe trip events,
affecting several sections of the steam system, the pressure signals of the
main headers show well damped disturbances, of limited amplitude,
during the whole transient. Hence, the Train 1 large scale controller and
AUXBs pressure controllers are able to recover their pressure set points
with a relief to atmosphere limited to the first 250 s after the originating
event (Figure 7).
Figure 8 shows the mass flow rate through the control valve feeding
Train 1 from the power generation group (‘A’ in Figure 3). This large scale
process controller acts on a medium pressure header feed valve, but
controls a pressure in the high pressure header. Despite the significant
reduction of the fed steam (by approximately 32%) and the large
disturbance both upstream and downstream the valve, the large scale
controller recovers the pressure set point showing few well damped
oscillations. Moreover no negative interaction is detected throughout the
several controlled subsystems encompassed by the large scale one.
The validity of the control scheme and of the steam system layout
(two parallel trains plus the auxiliary unit) is highlighted also by the small
entity of the transient propagated into Train 2 (Figure 9).
The simulation by COMPSYS-MC also allowed short term process
dynamics to be analysed, such as those of the turbine controllers.
The power of the running power generation turbine PGT1 is close to
its set point throughout the transient time, showing the good behaviour
of the turbine controllers. During the initial transient, the power oscillates
only between -1.94% - +0.96% before a complete stabilisation
(Figure 10), although the mass flow rate extraction from the PGT1 turbine
increases by +108% above its initial value, to compensate the missing
steam flow to the MP header of the power generation group. The crossed
feed forward action between the power controller and the extraction one
proves fundamental to guarantee low disturbances to the electrical
power supply.

Figure 8. Train 1 HP control valve (A in Figure 3): mass flow rate.
Overlapped zoom between 6000 - 6200 s.

Figure 9. Train 2 HP control valve (B in Figure 3): mass flow rate.
Overlapped zoom between 6000 - 6200 s.

The large scale pressure and the turbines’ controllers could be tuned
only by the second step, due to the several other closed loop controllers
acting within their large boundary subsystems.
The tuning validation was finally executed by the following simulation
run steps:
 Transient and stabilisation of the system in partially closed loop,
i.e. with all the process controllers enabled, while the steam turbine
controllers were disabled and run under constant nominal actuators
settings (i.e. speed and extraction) throughout the simulated time.
 Starting from the steady condition reached at the end of step ‘a’, the
let down and the turbine controllers were enabled in sequence, to
analyse their behavior and interaction until a new stabilisation under
the nominal set points was reached.
Nevertheless, some controllers had to be adjusted again after the
transient scenarios simulations, due to non-linearities evident by the
higher amplitudes of state oscillations, which were producing instabilities.

Transient example
One of the scenarios analysed considers the emergency shutdown of the
power generation turbine PGT2. The quick gap in electrical power supply
caused by the trip event can not be recovered by a fast loading of the
running PGT1. In addition, due to a limit in the power that could be
imported from the public grid, the only balancing solution is a power load
shedding, that implies, on its own, other process turbines shutdown.
The chosen shedding strategy involves the following events applied to
Train 1:
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Conclusion
The steam system model developed by COMPSYS-MC proved very
accurate with respect both to previous process calculations and to data
from experience with previous similar but single train plants.
The DSS fully met its goals by allowing a rational investigation and
confirmation of:





The control scheme.
The steam load shedding strategies.
The global balancing problems of the plant.
The short term dynamics related especially to the turbines
controllers.
 The complex interaction between the several control loops.
As an additional important result, the DSS provided a preliminary set
of consistent and optimised controllers’ gains for this new, larger scale
system, as a basis for the startup phase.
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Note
Figure 10. PGT1 steam consumption diagram with, overlapped, the actual
operating point path.

MATLAB® and SIMULINK® are products by TheMathworks Inc., Natick Mass
(USA).
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